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TOWNSHIP OF WOOLWICH

ENGINEERING & PLANNING SERVICES

REPORT: E12-2016 MEETING DATE: February 9, 2016

MEETING TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: Council Chambers
24 Church Street W., Elmira

SUBJECT

OFFICIAL PLAN
AMENDMENT APPLICATION: 1/2009 (Township of Woolwich)

DESCRIPTION: Lands within the Township

LOCATION: Township of Woolwich

PROPOSED OFFICIAL PLAN CHANGE: To rationalize the boundaries of the settlement areas in
the Township.

LEGAL NOTICES

DATE APPLICATION RECEIVED: n/a

DATE NOTIFICATION CIRCULATED TO ALL
PROPERTY OWNERS AND TENANTS WITHIN
150 METRES OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY: January 19, 2016

DATE OF NEWSPAPER NOTICE: January 14, 2016

DATE OF WEBPAGE NOTICE: January 15, 2016

DATE OF PUBLIC MEETING: February 9, 2016

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In 2012, the Township held a public meeting with regard to the Scoped Official Plan Review, which
contained information and items pertaining to the rationalization of the existing Settlement boundaries for
certain settlements within the Township (see Report E39-2012 (Appendix D)). The Scoped Official Plan
Review process has a history dating back to the 2005 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) and the
adoption of the Regional Official Plan in 2009.

In 2005 the Province issued the PPS followed by the Places to Grow Growth Plan (P2G) in 2006 that
established a new Provincial policy framework for the planning of communities in Ontario. The Province
also amended the Planning Act to provide the municipality with some additional powers. Municipal
decisions in regard to planning matters “shall be consistent with” these policies.
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In 2008 the Region initiated a review of their Regional Official Policies Plan (ROPP) to implement the
Regional Growth Management Strategy that they approved in 2003 (as the existing ROPP is over 13
years old) and to address the Provincial policy changes of 2005 and 2006. As part of this process the
Region prepared a Land Budget to determine the need for expanding existing urban areas to
accommodate forecasted residential and employment growth to the next planning horizon. The Land
Budget looked at residential and employment lands within the urban areas throughout the Region in
conjunction with population projections to ensure a sufficient land base was available within the planning
horizon. In the new Official Plan, the Region provides each municipality with the opportunity to rationalize
the settlement boundaries in their Official Plan. The new Regional Official Plan (ROP) was approved by
the Ontario Municipal Board in 2015.

COMMENTS

The Region is looking for the Townships to move forward with rationalization of all settlements as part of
the Official Plan Conformity process. In addition, rationalization of certain settlements (Elmira, St Jacobs
and Breslau), requires a corresponding Regional Official Plan Amendment.

The ROP policy framework

The Regional Official Plan allows for a one time rationalization of settlement boundaries through the
Township scoped Official Plan Review process and requires no overall net increase in the total
developable lands within, or between, the settlements. This allows the municipality to take land from
similarly classified settlements (Rural Settlements versus Township Urban Areas versus Urban Areas),
and remove land from a settlement area and add it to another location (either within the same settlement
or another similarly classified settlement classification). The policy also allows land to be moved to
settlements higher in the classification hierarchy, but not in the reverse. For instance, land area in the
Rural Settlements can be added to the Township Urban Area or Urban Areas. Furthermore, lands
designated as employment cannot be converted to residential. Generally, the Regional policies do not
allow for the removal of provincially constrained environmental areas for unconstrained developable
areas.

It is important to clarify that the settlements in the Township are classified in the Regional Official Plan as
follows:

• Rural Settlements — smaller settlements mostly on private services, where growth is to be very
limited and without long term potential for significant development (i.e. Conestogo, Maryhill,
Floradale etc.).

• Township Urban Areas — Elmira and St Jacobs, on mostly full municipal services and constituting
complete communities.

• Urban Areas (cities) — Breslau and Stockyards which are part of the same policy environment as
the cities.

Staff have used the following principles to evaluate the removal of lands in the settlement:

• there is no long term need for the lands,
• the current land use is unlikely to change,
• the land has significantly limited development potential (such as servicing limitations),
• the lands are constrained by environmental features limiting development,
• lands are too small/irregularly configured to be usable for urban purposes,
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• the lands are impacted by future roads and the Countryside line; and
• the lands must be on the outer limits of the settlement (so as not to create a hole in the settlement

area.

Staff have used the following principles to evaluate lands to be added to a settlement:

• significant development potential exists,
• it is a logical or reasonable adjustment to the settlement boundary,
• gaps or holes in existing settlement boundaries can be filled,
• compatibility can be addressed,
• municipal servicing is available,
• appropriate for both the short and long term,
• satisfies a long term employment need, and
• directed to an areas planned for significant growth.

This same rationale was presented in 2012, where the majority of the recommended directions in this
information report was presented at that time, and was generally well received by the public at the time.

The Township has sufficient residential lands available to meet the projected population beyond 2031.
However as time has progressed a shortage of industrial land available in Elmira has occurred and the
proposed rationalization could address this issue. A major reason to pursue rationalization for the
Township is to address the need for additional employment lands especially in the Elmira area. Without
boundary rationalization, the Township would need to consider adding lands to the west side of Elmira,
which is part of the future Township Urban Area identified in the ROP, for industrial purposes. As this
would sandwich the residential between industrial uses, it would create compatibility concerns, and,
overall would not be the most appropriate growth pattern, versus using the boundary rationalization can
expand the existing industrial area in a more appropriate fashion.

Based on a staff review, the rationale outlined above, previous public meetings and consultation with
Regional Staff, Township Staff reviewed each settlement within each settlement classification (Rural,
Township Urban Area, and Urban Areas) and provide the following for consideration. Maps are provided
of each settlement type for reference.

As part of this ongoing staff review of the boundary rationalization, certain tentative recommended
directions are noted. No final recommendation is being made at this time, however, staff wishes to help
focus the discussion so the public can comment accordingly and provide additional input to assist in the
final staff recommendation to Council.

In addition, staff wish to highlight that, as noted in the circulation, not all the lands identified for
consideration are recommendations by staff. Some of the requests were made by landowners. The
purpose of this meeting is to advise Council and the public of all requests, identify preliminary issues or
concerns, and allow comment to assist in the decision making process.

It is also acknowledged that there may be changes to existing requests and some additional
rationalization requests as part of this public meeting.

It is anticipated that there will be the need for at least one more public meeting prior to a recommendation
report being presented.
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RURAL SETTLEMENTS

West Montrose

No potential for rationalization to add or remove lands.

Crowsfoot (map Appendix A page 1)

Lands proposed to be addec±

A request from Stantec on behalf of their client, the Arjune lands, is asking to add about 8 hectares (20
acres) into the settlement. Staff reviewed the request and have questions about the proposal as to how it
conforms to the rationale, and there is currently not be enough land to be rationalized from the all the
rural settlements to include this parcel.

k

A letter from an area resident has concerns regarding the inclusion of these lands (see Appendix B).

Similar to West Montrose there is no rationale for any other changes to the Crowsfoot Settlement
Boundary.

Heidelberg (map Appendix A page 1)

Lands proposed to be removect

Staff is proposing to remove 0.48 ha. from a portion of a farm parcel as this portion of the settlement
is “landlocked” with no development potential.

Lands proposed to be added: None.

Winterbourne (map Appendix A page 1)

Lands proposed to be removed:

Staff is proposing to rationalize these lands in conformity with the outlined rationale. The farm
property at 61 Peel Street has a small portion that is located in the settlement, but is part of an active
farm. These lands would have limited development potential on private services, and are further
constrained as the Regional Official Plan policies require that a property cannot be severed along the
settlement boundary but must remain within the farm that is outside the settlement. As small active
farms it becomes difficult to develop these properties where other lands could be better utilized,
minimizing impact to the farmland. This provides a total of 0.47 ha.

Lands proposed to be added: None.
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Conestogo (map Appendix A page 1)

Lands proposed to be removed: None

Lands proposed to be added: None.

Maryhill (map Appendix A page 2)

Lands proposed to be removed:

Staff is proposing, in accordance with the rationale, to remove a 1.97 ha portion of land that is
landlocked, and a portion of which is environmentally constrained. The potential for development
appears limited with the overall number of lots remaining the same. Only the developable portion,
being 1.06 ha., can be counted for rationalization as the remainder of the property contains a portion
of an environmental feature. The owner is aware of the rationalization of their lands.

Lands proposed to be added:

Maryhill has an opportunity to address some issues (“hole”) created by its current settlement
configuration and land use patterns. In addition, Maryhill also has many amenities such as a church
and businesses, along with access to municipal water. These services and amenities are beneficial in
terms of being a more complete community to accommodate additional development.

A number of years ago, the owner of a senior’s group home at 44 St Charles St E, approached the
Township to add the property into the settlement, and they have continued with that request. The
lands can be serviced with municipal water and approximately half could be added under institutional
expansion policies in the ROP which would be separate from this rationalization process. The
remaining half of the property is requested to be brought into the settlement under this rationalization
process which would then fill in the “hole”, being the area between the Township park and the existing
urban boundary. This then also addresses the issue of a farm parcel that is locked between urban
boundaries which severely limits viability and flexibility for agricultural purposes. This proposal would
appear to conform to the rationale.

A request has been made Mr. Carter to bring in lands at the end of St. Boniface Drive. These lands
would have access to municipal water. There may be merit to this proposal; however, given the size
of the parcel and what the rationalization configuration might look like, it remains a question if the
parcel should be rationalized.

A letter was received from an area resident with concerns with the inclusion of the Carter lands (see
Appendix B).

A recent request has been made by the developer of the Sunset Hills subdivision to add 0.9 ha. along
the north side of Sunset Hills Crescent. These lands could be serviced by municipal water. Although
a justification is provided for this rationalization and it appears to meet the staff’s rationale, it will need
review and consideration based on all the land area requests.
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Bloomingdale (map Appendix A page 2)

Lands proposed to be removed:

Staff is proposing to remove a small 0.34 ha. portion that contains an environmental feature that is
part of the overall drainage system, and is part of a farm parcel. As it an environmental feature the
area is not applicable to the rationalization.

Lands proposed to be added: None

Floradale (map Appendix A page 2)

There are two existing areas with longstanding Official Plan policies to allow for a rationalization of some
lands in the Settlement. Removal of these lands is not planned but a reconfiguration to finalize the
boundary adjust is proposed to allow for development along Westview Court and Ruggles Road.

Shantz Station and Shantz Station Commercial Area (map Appendix A page 2)

Lands proposed to be removed:

Staff is proposing to remove the lands impacted by new Highway 7 where development cannot take
place as a result of the future highway. The owner of the commercial lands previously noted that the
rationalization has its merits but suggest that until they have reached an agreement with MTO on the
value of the lands they are concerned about any changes. The MTO has now acquired the lands in
the area which addresses the owner’s concern. These lands total 3.66 ha.

The lands in the Rural Settlement are owned by MTO, and total 1.4 ha.

Lands proposed to be added:

Staff is proposing that the Commercial lands be re-configured to add the parcel to the east (2.78 ha.)
of the settlement. Although not serviced land, these lands are commercial and the intent is to try and
balance rationalization of land use types. As such the proposal is to rationalize to an appropriate
boundary as part of this Commercial settlement.

Additional Comments/Requests

A letter was received requesting that the entire commercial lands remain rationalized in this
settlement. Separately, the Ministry of Transportation has also commented that the commercial lands
to be added should be zoned with a holding provision to prevent development until the new Highway
7 has been developed. (see Appendix B).

Another request was made to include approximately 2.1 ha. of land in the urban area for residential
purposes (See Appendix B). Staff have not fully reviewed this request in regards to the rationale for
adding lands, but the lands lack any municipal servicing.

IiJMMINGBIRD-#5366-vI-E12-2O16_PIanngubIicRtiozation_of_SeiIemen_Boonthn.DOC
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Summary of Rural Settlement Rationalization:

As required by the policies, the amount of land added cannot exceed those lands removed — a no net
increase. Staff has been suggesting the following:

1. Floradale — finalize OP relocation / rationalization 1.26 ha.
2. Shantz Station Commercial — rationalize 3.66 ha. out, add 2.7 — residual 0.96 ha
3. Total lands to be removed are 4.37 ha. (0.48 ha. in Heidelberg, 0.47 ha. in Winterbourne, 1.06 ha.

in Maryhill, and 1.4 ha. Shantz Station, residual commercial 0.96).
4. Total to be added: 4.37 ha. in Maryhill “hole” and any residual to be considered for the Sunset

Hills property and/or the Carter Lands.

PnbIk
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TOWNSHIP URBAN AREAS

Elmira (appendix A, pages 3 and 4)

The Township as a whole has more than enough residential land available for development which
was reviewed and determined through ROP, in addition there are areas around Elmira and St Jacobs
that are designated in the ROP for future needs. However, Elmira has less than 10 parcels of
industrial land available for development, most under 0.5 hectares and even less land to
accommodate larger more intensive operations. As a result, Elmira has lost the opportunity to attract
or retain existing larger industrial operations looking for anything over 0.5 hectares. With no
additional designated land for new industrial operations and with continued residential development,
the opportunity to maintain a competitive complete community hangs in the balance. To bring on new
employment land will take a few years to implement and therefore requires prompt action to address
the situation.

Lands proposed to be removed:

Staff propose to remove a significant amount of land in the north west part of the settlement where
environmental features (i.e., floodplain) prohibit development. These lands include the Golf Course,
Lunor storm water ponds, and lands around the Victoria Glen Park. Since these lands are not
Provincially constrained, but are locally constrained, they would count toward the overall density for
other urban purposes.

The golf course is proposed to be removed as:

• it is unlikely to develop for other urban purposes,
• would take some time to extend services to this area,
• contains a number of significant environmental features, and
• other areas are in a better position to develop instead of these lands.

In total 118.06 ha is proposed to be removed (see map). Combined with the land from St Jacobs the
total amount that could be added is 142.39 ha.

Lands proposed to be added:

Background

Staff have moved forward from the 2012 Rationalization report and public meeting exploring the
options for rationalization and considered the areas for development in much greater detail. This
included considering and comparing each of the options based on a number of factors, including;
the need for a by-pass, servicing, compatibility, agricultural soil, road impacts and overall ability to
ensure the marketability of the options.

Summary of the four Options proposed by Staff:

This concept looks at three variations (Option 1A, lB andiC) to add employment land to the east.
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1A- This option adds employment land to the east side of Elmira, along Southfield Drive and
south of the Canagagigue Creek.

iS- The other option is to add land to the east along the whole edge of Elmira and preserve a by
pass corridor as the easterly limits.

1C- The last option places the potential bypass corridor central to the employment area versus
using the bypass as the edge.

Option 2 - This develops the industrial lands entirely to the south of Listowel Road and west of
Arthur Street. It would not impact, but also not assist in a by-pass to the east.

By-pass:

In report E39-2012, staff reviewed the by-pass issue in regards to rationalization, and in report
E62-2014 it noted that a by-pass would likely not be required until Elmira reaches a population of
16,300, which is projected to be reached around the year 2029. Given these items, Township
Planning Staff do not foresee that this by-pass will likely be justified and implemented by the
Region (as noted in report E62-2014) in the current planning horizon.

However, long term planning of an industrial expansion may help facilitate the construction of a
“by-pass” as part of the development of the lands. The most appropriate location for such a “by
pass” would be central to the industrial lands so development could be on either side, provide
visibility for development, and maximize the development along the road.

In three of the options, Options la, ib, and ic, the proposal is that a road connection to Arthur
Street could become a future by-pass.

It is assumed that a connection to Arthur Street will be required regardless of whether there is a
by-pass or not, to provide access to the industrial area. Alternatively if such a connection to
Arthur Street was not provided the Township would need to substantially re-build New Jerusalem
Road for access to the industrial area.

None of the proposed rationalization options prohibit a by-pass, and all options allow for the
potential of a by-pass. As no by-pass route has been determined, staff would consider that
development of industrial land take place through a subdivision process with an appropriate local
(arterial or collector) industrial road, using the modified grid pattern. The grid pattern would
suggest a north/south road option in the area of the hypothetical by-pass.

A letter was received in support of Option 1 B by Elmira Machine, located at the north end of
Elmira. (see Appendix C).

Potential Direction

Elmira has sufficient residential lands for development. To ensure the growth of the Elmira as a
complete community, the four options to provide much needed industrial land were reviewed.
Staff reviewed a number of factors to compare each of the options (including compatibility,
servicing, long term growth, future by-pass, access, farm impacts, road patterns etc). Based on
the review, the best and most cost efficient approach was determined to be Option 1A to meet
both the short and long term industrial needs, allow for future by-pass options, and the best
solution for Elmira and surrounding lands.
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Other requests for rationalization:

Elmira Industrial Land has requested a boundary adjustment to remove 1 .78 hectares along the
channel and add 2.03 hectares. The lands on the one side of the drainage channel cannot be
developed at this time, and the lands to be added in would be the small remaining portion of the
parcel owned by the developer. This would square up the Settlement boundary along the channel
and along a property line. The property owners are in agreement, the request conforms to the
principles and it is roughly an equal amount of land having no impact on the overall rationalization.

St Jacobs (see map Appendix A, page 5)

Lands proposed to be removed (approx. 25 ha.)

The lands north and east of the river and along the expressway contain a long narrow strip of land
which is designated for industrial development. These lands have a number of constraints to
development including significant cost to service, lack of secondary access, long and narrow parcel
configuration. Staff is recommending their removal from the settlement.

A small triangular portion at the north-west of St. Jacobs is proposed to be removed as the portion
contains a steep slope which is not accessible and developable at this time. As these lands fall within
the Regional future boundary line they may be added back into the settlement in the future as part of
the larger boundary expansion to be developed in conjunction with the adjacent lands.

Lands proposed to be added (0.89 ha.)

There is a request for the owner of 47 Hawksville Road to add their lands (0.89 ha.) into the
settlement because they abut the settlement, are a non-farm parcel and being added to the
settlement would allow them to develop some infill lots. In addition, full municipal services are
available in this area. The request does merit consideration.

Home Hardware has also made a request to include additional lands, being approximately 20 ha.,
behind their operations on Henry Street. The request from Home Hardware will need some review
especially around:

• the need to add lands when the applicant has undeveloped lands across the street,
• the ongoing traffic and road access concerns,
• the need to address the adjacent privately owned parcel as part of this proposal as adding the

Home Hardware lands would create a “hole in the donut’. This 6.8 ha. parcel is owned by Mr.
Kenesky, and he has raised has concerns about impacts and compatibility to his property
(letter attached in Appendix C),

• how the lands would be serviced (water, sanitary, storm), and
• whether this is the best use of rationalization to benefit one land owner for what would appear

to be trailer parking purposes, versus providing much needed industrial lands for building and
development purposes as proposed for Elmira.
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The adjacent land owner to the Home Hardware site, Mr. Kenesky in the past has requested a portion
of his lands be included so he could build another dwelling. This request, in combination with Home
Hardware’s request, need to be considered in conjunction with each other. If included in the
rationalization it would lessen the amount of employment lands that could be added in Elmira.

A letter of concern regarding the Home Hardware request as to the potential impacts to the trial and
wildlife in the area was received. (see appendix C).

Comments received since the circulation (see letter Appendix C):

A request was received to have 35.1 ha. of land added to the settlement along the northwest end of
St Jacobs for residential purposes was received. The majority of the lands identified in a Regional
Policy as lands for future development and outside the settlement boundary, and not required until
after 2031. Staff will review the request, however the request is complicated in that no additional
lands for residential are required at this time, but also that the request may conflict with the current
ROP policies as to when and how these lands could be included in the settlement. In this case also,
any rationalization of these lands impacts the ability to provide needed employment lands in Elmira.
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URBAN SETTLEMENTS - CITIES

Stockyards Industrial Commercial - No changes proposed. Lands (Gies) will be added as per
Regional Official Plan are not subject to rationalization.

Breslau (see map Appendix A, page 6)

Breslau and the Stockyards are the only two settlements that are identified as Urban Areas and subject to
the same policies as the cities. Breslau has the long term development and expansion potential and
opportunity for significant rationalization. Furthermore, the lands beyond the Breslau Settlement area are
within the Region’s future Greenfield area identified as the East Side Lands. As such, any lands
proposed to be removed from the settlement at this time will only be temporary, until such time as lands
are included into the urban area as part of the Region’s 5 year reviews.

Rationallzation:

The Breslau Properties / Mader area includes a 5.63 ha. portion of land that has an old plan of
subdivision application proposed. This request was made only from Breslau Properties and there was
no agreement with Mader’s. The proposal was to exchange the developable area near Maders Lane
and rationalize the area to the Breslau Property lands along the north side of Menno Street to provide
for a better and more logical development of the site and to allow for full municipal services. Notably,
the entire area may well be added into the settlement through a future ROP amendment process
proposed to start in 2016. The rationalization would only allow a portion to proceed earlier. Breslau
Properties has recently refined the request to remove the Mader’s portion (who are not in support of
the rationalization), and is reconsidering whether to rationalize their lands at this time.

Thomasfield Homes is now the owner of the Rutherford lands (along Eby Street). They have since
proposed a revised rationalization for the lands identified on the map as Eby/Rutherford (north west of
Victoria and Ebycrest) along with other lands they own in the settlement. The proposal is attached
(see Appendix D).

Smartreit / Smart Centres has also placed a request to alter the configuration of the settlement
boundary line on their respective property. This consolidation would be a modification to theirown
lands with an equal adjustment of lands and allows for a more appropriate parcel for commercial
development. The request has merit and warrants consideration. They have also requested that
additional lands to rationalized to develop their entire lands. There was no suggestion as to where
this additional rationalized land area was to come from.

Empire has also requested an adjustment to remove a 1.5 ha portion along the river and add a 1.5 ha
portion near the extension of Shallow Creek and Ottawa Street. However it appears the lands to be
removed is mostly provincially constrained (unbuildable) and as such are not able to be rationalized
for development. However, Empire will be having additional lands added as a result of the ROP
process and their rationalization request is no longer necessary.
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Additional Proposals

Thomasfield Homes, as part of their revision for the Rutherford lands, noted above, also propose to
removed approximately 30 ha of lands south of the rail line in the area of Greenhouse Road. The request
is to add lands they own on the north side of Highway 7 east of Greenhouse Road, and the Rutherford
property. There would be some residual amount of land area that could be allocated elsewhere. (See
letter in Appendix D)

Comments Received

The City of Kitchener has submitted a letter with questions and noting concerns about the scale of the
Smartreit I Smart Centres proposal.

NEXT STEPS

Staff over the next few months will continue to work to finalize a rationalization. Staff will also work on
other Official Plan policies as part of the scoped review process for a future public meeting, potentially in
June of this year.

CONCLUSION

No decision will be made at this meeting. Its purpose is only to receive comments and information from
people or agencies who are interested in the Official Plan Amendment.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

None at this time.

OTHER DEPARTMENT IMPLICATIONS

None

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

Appendix A — Settlement Maps
Appendix B — Comments received regarding Rural Settlements (since mailing of public meeting)
Appendix C — Comments received regarding Township Urban Areas (since mailing of public meeting)
Appendix D — Comments received regarding Urban Areas (since mailing of public meeting)
Appendix E — Report E39-2012


